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Qoalngl are inc-reasingly.used to improve the mechanical and tribological properties in applications
that involve mechanical ioints for which the tribological performance,"particulàrly in terms of frex:ing
wear andfretting fatigue is a limiting factor Their selectlon-is based mainly on "riaterial paíimercrl"

obtained from microstructural characterization and hardness tests, where-as little orrornt is taken of
"-mechanical parameters". A systematic procedure for the selection of viable coating combinations and
their optimization is proposed here, based on an itèrafive process beiween experimùtal and theoretical

approaches. A 3-D model of an elastic multilayered body in contact with a rigid ellipsoid has been
deve-loped' It is used as a tool to select and optimize coating combinations, i.e"what coating properties
and thickness are required in order to enhaice the tifefim;under contact conditions. This"ràquires to

understand damage mechanisms that may arise within the coatings and/or at interfaces, with the
objective of designing optimal coating combinations to declease detrimentai stresses.
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The use of coatings atd/or surface treatments on first bodies
in order to improve their tribological properties (friction,
wear, corrosion, etc.) while conserving their volume charac-
teristics has economic implications and is an area of funda-
mental research. The choice of coating is made as a function
of the material's parameters, such as layer composition (me-
tal, ceramic, polymeric, etc.), hardness, microsiructure, coa-
ting technique, the measurement of the friction coefficient
on different simulators, the type ofuse and associated degra-
dations, and so forth. This selection is usually made empiri-
cally, without incorporating the contact's "mechanical" role
and that of tribology. The need for specific models adapted
to these particularities is crucial since they corresponà to
geometric conditions (size of the contact's area in compari-
son with the characteristic dimensions of the component or
mechanism.to be analyzed), mechanical conditions (steep
gradients with time and space of stresses and strains), and
mathematic conditions with the treatment of contact boun-
dary conditions in unknown domains.
Implementing a systematic approach to selecting adequate
coating combinations on substrate systems is based oì an
iterative method, alternating experiments with the measure-
ment of design data (Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio....)
related to the layers, modeling, tribological tests on simula-
tors, and full scale tests. The model proposed privileges the
analysis at the contact scale, placing the influence of the me-
chanism in parentheses, since it might be taken into account
by other models (finite elements...). Thorough parametric
analyses to achieve better understanding of the support and
transmission of stresses through layers, the intèractions
between the layers (stacking ofthin layers ofdifferent thick-
nesses, or coatings with graded mechanical properties) per-
mit the selection of viable coating combinations and then
their optimization by decreasing the detrimental stresses and
thus minimizing the coating degradation by wear, spallation,
failure....
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Fig. I: Rigid ellipsoid in contact with elastic multilayered
coatings bonded to elastic substrare.

Fig. 1: Ellissoíde rigído in contatto con rivestimenti elastici
pluristrato legatí a substrato elastico.
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This work began with the development of a 3-D multilaye-
red model [1,2]. The most general case from the geometric
standpoint is considered, the contact between a rigid elli-
psoid and a parallelepipedic multilayered medium (Cf. Figu-
re 1). Simplifying hypotheses were expressed. Each layer,
m, of the coating combination is considered as perfectly iso-
tropic, homogenous and of constant thickness e*. Its beha-
vioì is hnearly elastic, defined by a constant youîg's Modu-
lut E- and Poisson's coefficient u_. The layers are perfectly
bonded to adjoining layers, imiilying the continuity of
strains at each interface. A normal load is imposed. Boun-
dary conditions in terms of nil displacements or stresses can
be considered at the lower surface of the multilayered coa-
ting, i.e. the substrate or layer n.
The approach used is semi-analytic and semi-numeric. It is
based on the use of integral transformation methods and
transfer matrices coupled with a Fast Fourier Transform al-
gorithm to determine direct and inverse transformations.
These methods make the model both fast and accurate, deci-
sive when making parametric analyses at the localized scale
of thin layers or that of graded coatings with mechanical
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properties. Contact conditions (pressure distribution and
contact patch) are determined by unilateral contact solution
with friction. The interior stress field is then calculated.
Synthesis of the parametric studies carried out with this nu-
meric tool has permitted improving phenomenological un-
derstanding of the mechanical behavior of multilayered coa-
tings. The influence of "input parameters", mechanical pro-
perties (Young's modulus and Poisson's coefficient) and the
thickness ofthe layers on the contact conditions between the
contacting bodies, the support and transmission of stresses,
especially at interfaces of adjoining layers, were analyzed in
view to enhance the component life by minimizing the "out-
put parameters", which are the potential degradation risks.
These risks of cracking, delamination and resistance are
controlled by tension, shear and yielding. These output para-
meters depend on three main effects:
. the effect ofcompression related to surface loading,
. the lateral effect related to the heterogeneity of the layers

and the hypothesis of continuous deformations at the in-
terface,

. the bending effect due to the indenting below the contact.
Thus the volume of material below the surface subjected to
compressive stresses depends on the contact patch. The ma-
gnitude of the lateral effect coresponds to the difference in
properties of two consecutive layers. It can lead to tensile
stresses on the upper side of an interface in the case where
the ratio of Young's moduli Ep,*, of two consecutive layers
is greater than 1. The flexion effect requires the conjunction
of a ratio E,E,*, tl and certain depths of the interface.
Therefore the behavior of multilayered coatings is studied as
a function of:
. the contact conditions (contact pressure and surface area),
. the subsequent internal stresses,
. tensile and shear stresses at the interfaces of adjoining

layers.
Their behavior is compared to that of a reference case, that
of the uncoated substrate of identical total thickness. These
points are illustrated by a few examples [1].
The variables used are:

Po , Ao : maximum pressure and area of con-
tact in case of multilayered coatings
over a substrate,

Po, ,Ao. : maximal pressure and contact area in
case of uncoated substrate, the refe-
rence case

(d,,)-* , (otrr)-- : maximum tensile stresses at interface
j in layer i,

(ot,r)-* , (otrr)-u* : maximum shear stresses at interface j
in layer i,

(6 .) .x^ :- vmf ' max ' Jvmts

i

(r,r):
j=1

maximum value of the equivalent
Von Mises stress and corresponding
depth (position according to xr),

total thickness of layers of the first to
the inth layers, i.e. the thickness of
interface i.

lt&RX,&m{}}rS úr CSNTACî f&h{ $X?T*S5

The parametric studies were carried out under normal impo-
sed load. The variations in pressure distribution and contact
patch are thus determined with respect to the properties and
thicknesses of the layers. The results are presented in dimen-
sionless form, with Po normalized with respect to Po., and
the layer thickness normalized with respect to Ao,. The total
thickness of the substrate being great with respect to the

Po/Pof 2.5

2

1.5

'l

0.5

0 5-
/u(Ao, )Substrate Larer/ substrate l-avcr €1

ElEr= 3

Fig. 2: Variations in normaliled pressure with ratio e,/^lAo,for a
coaîing/substrate sysîem.

Fig.. 2: Variazioni della pressione normalizzata ín funzione di
e y^',1 A o, 

p e r un s i s t e ma riv e stimenî o/ s ub s t rat o.

contact dimensions, Po. and Ao. correspond to hertzian clas-
sical results-

Ar*alysis of resu[ts for a two*t*ycred ffi]ed'if,im
The thickness of the layers, generally qualified as thin or
thick, must be defined in relation to the scale of the contact,
as a function of the ratio of the normalized thickness of the
layer over the half-width of the contact area (in 2-D) or the
square root ofthe contact area (3-D) obtained in the referen-
ce case. This ratio governs the contact conditions. It defines
three zones in which the pressure and the contact patch are
governed respectively by the substrate, the multilayered en-
tity and the first layer (Cf. Fig. 2).In the 2 extreme cases,
Herfzian classical results give a good approximation, consi-
dering in the former case a medium with the substrate's me-
chanical properties and in the latter a medium with the first
layer's mechanical properties.
Apart from these quantitative results, these curves also pro-
vide qualitative responses on the soundness of a treatment
with respect to the role it must play, highlighting sometimes
unforeseen secondary effects. Thus:
. a "thin" layer erlt/Ao. < 0.2 leads to no or only slight modi-

fications of contact conditions, transmitting the same
efforts as those to which the contact is subjected without
treatment. Therefore the influence of the layer can only
come into play with respect to surface properties (e.g.,
friction),

. a "stiff" layer on a more "compliant" and less resistant
substrate and such as 0.2 < e,/r/An, < 1.5. is a combination
frequently used to withstand for instance scratching by
rough surfaces and debris. However, this combination
may induce catastrophic failure as it concentrates the load.
A drop of the contact patch accompanied with an increase
in the peak contact pressure Po are indeed obtained for an
increase inEr/B, ratio. This overload may be transmitted
up to the layer interface and in the substrate and may ge-
nerate a severest state of stress than those encounted in the
uncoated case. Further the location of the maximum, if si-
tuated at the interface or within the layer, may be very de-
trimental, reducing instead of enhancing the lifetime.

Ana€ysis nf results ir: a tkrc*-{ay*rcd nîsdiunx
One way to overcome such problems is to consider a multi-
layerd coating combination to optimize the support and tran-
smission of the load. The increasing range of possibilities
provided by PVD and CVD coating techniques permit, for
example, applying several successive layers in view to com-
bining different properties: corrosion, fatigue, bonding, fric-
tion, etc. Therefore the layers and their thicknesses must be
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Fig..3: Variations of P;/Po,withel(Ao,)12 and(e,+er)/(Ao,)1/2forthree-layeredcombinations. e,+er+er= 8

Fig. 3: Variazioni di P;/P., infunzione di e,/( A",12 e (e,+er)/(A.,)tD per diversi rivestimenti a tre strati.
et+e2+e3 = 8 mm,
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chosen, as must the order or sequence in which they are
stacked. It is not a straight forward task and intuition alone
can not give the answer.
To illustrate this, the behavior of a medium with a finite
thickness, composed of three layers (er+er+er)=8 mm, is
analyzed. The Young's Modulus for the-sinlletoating, the
reference case, is 800MPa. The normalized representation
ofthe results permits generalizing them to any configuration
(thickness andproperties ofthe layers). The variations P^/P^,
are shown in Fig.3 with e,/(Ao,)lt2 and (er+er)/(A..)u2 . ihe:
re are three possible ways of interpreting theie variations:. by imposing the global thickness of the treatments or

layers, i.e- (e,+er)/(Aor)t/2, with, logically, e, also fixed
while modifying the relative thicknesses of layers I and 2.
An increase ofe,/(Ao,)1/2 implies a greater influence of
layer I to the detriment of layer 2 on the system's beha-
vior. The variations of P./P.. with e,/1A",)1/2 are governed
by layer 1 Young modulus. Thus, for c-ònfigurations (a),
(c) and (d), Er being always smaller than at least one of
the Young's moduli of layers 2 and 3, the increase of
erl(Ao,)lz causes the system softening, thus Po/Po, decrea-
ses. The increase of this "compliance" is as great as the
difference between E, and the other layer moduli. Vice-
versa, a stiffer layer stiffens the system.

. by imposing the thickness of the first layer (e,)/(A",)r/2
and by modifying the relative thicknesses of the two

others: with erl1Ao,)1/2 imposed, an increase of
(er+er)/(Ao,)l/2 correspónds to an increase of intermediate
layer 2 concomitant with a decrease of the thickness of
bottom layer 3. As a function of the value of its modulus
in comparison with that of layers I and 3, increasing e,
implies greater compliance (configuration (b)) oa on thé
contrary, increased stiffness (configurations (a), (c) and
(d)). I1 should be noted that the weak influence oflayer 3
on contact conditions is highlighted by comparing figures
(c) and (d),

. by leaving the three parameters free.
Therefore the behavior of a three-layered sysîem can be lo-
gically deduced from that observed for a two-layered one.
The contact conditions mainly depend on the relative thick-
nesses and mechanical properties of the first layers which
determine the system's overall stiffness and thus its beha-
vior.
The transmission of the local loads of the first layer to the
sub-layers and the substrate, with the hypothesis of perfect
bonding at the interfaces, defines the stress and strain state
in the coating. The correct matching of this state of stresses
and deformations with the mechanical properties of the
layers is the first step in choosing a surface treatment.
Here, we propose studying the internal stress fields in two
and three-layered coating combinations. This study focuses
on the analysis of tensile and shear stresses at interfaces in
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order to evaluate cracking and delamination risks under nor-
mal load.
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Tangential (or' or,) and normal (or,) stresses are conti-
nuous at interfàces, whereas stresses o,,, o, and o, are di-
scontinuous. The discontinuity at ili+l interface is depen-
dant on contact loading, the total thickness, the relative in-
terface location with respect to the contact surface, the ratio
E,E,*,. These parameters interact to lead to a complex beha-
vior resulting from three effecfs:
. a compressive effect connected to normal load: a com-

pressive zone exists underneath the contact area,
. a lateral effect, linked to the mismatch between the values

of the Young's moduli of two successive layers perfectly
bonded. Since the strain behavior is imposed by one of the
two joined layers, the compliance of the second may ge-
nerate compressive and/or tensile stresses at the interface
and in certain cases in all or part of the layer;

. a bending effect due to the indenting under the contact zo-
ne. Tensile and compressive stresses may indeed arise re-
spectively at (i) and (i+1) interface sides for ratio Ep,*,
greater than 1, resulting in a bending phenomena, associa-
ted with cracking phenomena in the medium [2].

It is useful to analyze the tensile and compressive stresses at
the interfaces as a function of their relative depths in order
to evaluate potential cracking risks.

nmflere nee *f Voumg-s modu[i H, and t *u at intenface *

Study ofinterface I
The variation of (orrr)1-* and {o2rr)r-u" with (e,)/(A,,)rtz Tre
depicted in figure 4 for several ratios ErlE, and having
Rxl/Rx2 = 0. l8 and e/{Ao,)r/2 = 1.62.

Behavibr at the interface is the result of competition
between the three effects mentioned above. It depends on
the relative depth of the interface and the ratio of the
Young's moduli of the three layers:
. for erl(Ao,)lt2 < 0.I, the interface is located in the com-

pressive Zone induced by the contact and is protected
against any stress discontinuity whatever E rlE, r atio,

. for 0.1 <erl(A.)1t2 <0.4, the depth of the relative interface
increases ànd lèaves the protection zone (compressive zo-
ne) generated by the contact. This thickening of layer 1

causes it to govern the strain at interface. Layer 1, the
"master" layer with respect to "slave" Tayer 2, or vice-ver-
sa depending on their thicknesses, governs their common
interface compliance. This results either in a compressive
or, on the contrary, a tensile state of stress for the "slave"
layer, depending on the relative properties of E, and E,
(Cf. Figure 5). Thus, when "slave" layer 1 is stiffer than
layer 2, interface 1 on layer I side is undergoing tensile
stresses under the area of the contact. However, for ratios
EllB2<1, no tensile stress is obtained. These tensile stres-
ses are potential harbingers of cracks near the interface.

. for 0.4<er/(Ao,)1/2<0.7, the position of the interface moves
away from the contact's zone of influence: the tensile
stresses at the interface decrease, as do effects 1,2 and3,

' for 0.7<erl(A..)t", the interface is outside the contact's zo-
ne of influenCe and tensile stress is no longer observed.

Study of interface 2
The elements of understanding obtained above for two-laye-
red systems can be generalized for multilayered ones. By
way of illustration, the variations for a two-layered system
of stresses (ol')l-* at interface I with e,/(A^.)l/2 and the
variations for d'tni&-tayered system of to2',,)2j", at interfa-
ce 2 with ((e,+er)/(Ao,)r/2). under jdentical loading condi-

Fig. 4: Variation of tensile stresses for dffirent ratios E 182
(e/(Ar)t2 = 1.62, RxlLr2 = 0.18).

Fig. 4: Variazioni delle tensioni per diversi rapporti E 1E,
(e/(Arfz = 1.62, Rx/Rxz = 0.18).

Fig. 5: Consequences for the interface of the " slave" layer
conforming to the strain imposed by the "master" layer as a

function of the relative properîies of the 2 layers.

Fig. 5: Effetti sull'interfaccia dello strato "slave" prodotti dalla
deformazíone imposta dallo strato "masîer" in funzione delle
proprietà relatíve dei due strati.
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Fig.6: Peak tensile stress for sequence 1000/600. Three-layered:
e , and e, variable for a given depth of interface 2 (fuc t/Rx, =0.43,
,fuerYn'-g.rrur.

Fig. 6: Tensíone massima per la sequenza 1000/600. Rivestimento
a tre strati: e , e e , variabíle per un dato spessore dell'interfaccia
2 (kr t/Rr2 =0.43. e/(Ar)tn =0.776).

tions, are shown in Figure 6. Ratio ErlBrof the two-layered
system is 1000/600. Interface 2 of the three-layered one has

identicat 1000/600 sequence and layer 1 is such that Er is
equal to 800 or 600 MPa. The different results obtained for a
2nd interface relative imposed depth correspond to different
thicknesses of layers t and2, i.e. different thickness combi-
nations. The two-layered system is therefore the limiting ca-

se toward which the three-layered one tends when the layer
1 thickness becomes negligible.
Thus similar results in terms of tensile stress are obtained
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liq;l: U,gnati91 of (d_,r)t *with e,/(A,,)12 for ratios E1E,
( e/( 4,1' /'z =0.77. Rx r/Rx r= A.$ ).

Fig. 7: Variazione di 1d ,lt * in funzione di e /(A.,)tn per vari
ra p po rîi E,/E, ( e/( A 

" 
)' 

// 
= 0.7 7. Rx /Flx r= 0. 4 3 ).

Fíg.8: Var_iatiolof (4 dt *wi1h e r/(A,,)rn for several e/(A.,12
ratios and Rx lRxr. E r/E 2= 1 000/600.

Fig. 8: Variazione di {ot,,)r _,,, in funzione di e r/(A-,)tD per
diversi rapporti e/1A")t/2 e Rx/Rxr. E/E?=1000/640.

for a relative depth of interface I of the two-layered system
and interface Z bt ttre three-layered one, ideniical. Indeed,
for low ratios erl(An,)1/2 which modify contact conditions
only slightly, almost identical local loads are transmitted to
Tayer 2 by layer 1 of the three-layered system. The behavior
at an interface i is therefore changed slightly by the existen-
ce of several layers between the surface of the contact and
the interface studied. The behavior at an interface i mainly
depends on its relative depth and the ratio of Young's modu-
li EilEi*1 of the bonded layers.

5H€,ER STRK$$ AI\IALYSTS &TT&{T XMTTRTAEF

The shear stresses at the interfaces are related to delamina-
tion risks. Perfect bonding conditions are assumed at the in-
terfaces, which implies equality of shear stresses over the
whole interface ofjoined layers i and i+1. Therefore these
stresses are analy zed only in a lay er at one interface.

E/Ei-1 inftuence at interface i
Shear stresses (o1rr)l-,* are plotted at interface 1:. in figure 7 for several ErlE, ratios and an imposed loading

condition,
. in figure 8, for an imposed 1000/600 Er[E"ratio and seve-

ral loading conditions defined by ratiós él(A,,)ttz (varia-
tion of the total thickness of the system or the normal load
on which Ao, depend_s) and Rx,/Rx, .

The variation óf {orrr)1-* is gerieral and depends on:. the relative depth of the interface: the maximal value is
reached whatever the loading condition for values ranging
from 0. 16 fo 0.22(A",)1t2.

. the mechanical properties of each layer: the higher the
mechanical properties of the layers, thus representative of
hard coatings, the greater the level of shearing at the inter-
face.

. the total relative thickness of the combination:
- for e/(Ao,)1t2>0.44, the finite dimension of the system

does not modify the reduction of shear stress at the in-
terface with an increase of er/(A",)1/2,

- for e/(Ao.)1/2< 0.44, the interfaceis subjected to the joint
influence of contact loading and the boundary condi-
tions at the lower edge of the system, which offset the
reduction (otrr)t-u* with the increase of the relative
depth of the interface.

As seen above for traction, these trends in behavior depend
little on the existence of several layers between the surface
and the interface studied, but essentially on the properties
of its adjoining layers E,/E,*, and its relative depth (cf. Fi-
gure 9).
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Fíg. 9: Variation of maximal
shear stress with the depth of

interface I of two-layered and
interface 2 of three-layered

combinations.
(Ei"/E*t = 1000/600,

Rx /Rx, = 0.43,
e/(4",1t2=9.771.

Fig. 9 : Variazione della
mas s ima s o lle c itazione di

taglio in funzione della
p rofondità de ll' int e rfac c i a I

per rivestimenîi a due strati, e
dell'interfaccia 2 per

rivestimenti a tre strati.
(Ei/Eí*t = 1000/600,

Rx /Rx, = 0.43,
e/(A",)t2=0.77).
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Fig. I0: Hard top layer applied on a substrate. A coating
combination with intermediate layers to ùnprove the support and
transmission of the load.

Fig. 10: Strato superiore duro applicato ad un substrato. IJna
combinazione di rivestimento con strati intermedi per migliorare
il supporto e la trasmissione del carico.

c0r{clusroN

The use of complex surface treatments to improve the tribo-
logical performances of materials results in multilayered sy-
stems whose actual behavior is often unknown! The approa-
ch proposed here aims to provide a guide for selecting me-
chanically viable solutions before optimization. It incorpo-
rates the iterative use of experiments and modeling.
The results presented here were obtained by formulating
simplified hypotheses: homogeneous, isotropic and elastic
layers with perfect bonding at the interfaces. These necessa-
rily simplified assumptions nonetheless permit progress in
understanding coating combinations. On the basis of para-
metric studies carried out with the multilayered model deve-
loped, we propose several key points for establishing a solu-
tion:
. a multilayered system is one entity: local loads transmit-

ted to the coatings and the internal stresses and deforma-
tions are interdependent elements of response;. the need to reason in terms of relative layer thicknesses,
defined with respect to the contact dimensions;. the behavior of a multilayered system depends on three
main effects whose result is a function of the relative
thickness and nature of the layers. These are:
- the effect of compression, related to the load on the sur-

face,
- the lateral effect, linked to the mismatch of the layer

mechanical properties,
- the bending effect, obtained at interface that fulfills 2

conditions: a ratio E,/E*, greater than 1 and a depth si-
tuated outside the compiessive zone induced by the con-
tact.

. the dependence of contact condìtions, peak contact pres-
sure and contact patch dimensions with the relative thick-
nesses ofthe layers and their properties; in the case where
several layers are applied, only the first modify contact
conditions;

. identical, higher or smaller contact conditions can be ob-
tained with respect to the uncoated reference case versus
the coating combinations. The interior stresses within the
sublayers and the substrate are accordingly determined.
The choice of their mechanical properties and their relati-
ve thicknesses must take into account how the load is sup-
ported, transmitted, the points where the highest tensile,
shear, Von Mises ...stresses occur with respect to sublayer
interfaces with regards to the points that have to be opti-
mized as a priority: to modify surface properties to impro-
ve the tribological behavior by getting a low, stable fric-
tion coefficient, to enhance the substrate's strength to fati-
gue, and so forth.

. tensile and shear stresses at the interfaces between layers
mostly depend on the properties of the joined layers and
the relative depth of the interface considered,. the discontinuities of tensile stress on either side of an in-
terface are as great as the difference between Young's mo-
duli; minimizing them implies progressively adapting the
difference of properties between a hard top layer and the
substrate by stacking intermediate layers with graded pro-
perties (Cf ; Figure 10);

. a stiff layer applied on a more compliant layer leads to po-
tential tensile stresses that must be minimized by mo-
difying the relative thickness of this layer and the position
of its interface.

On the basis of these elements, an initial well-considered
choice of solutions (layers, thicknesses and stacking order)
can be proposed theoretically for testing on other models
(e;9. finite elements) at the scale of the mechanism or com-
ponent, before progressing to the following step, using tri-
bological test simulators.

RXTER[;{C[5

lll S. Plumet S., Thesis, (1998),214 p.
[2] S. Plumet, M.-C. Dubourg, ASME, Journal of Tribology,

(1 998), l2O, n" 4, p. 668-67 6.
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I rivestimenti sono sempre più usati per migliorare le pro-
prietà meccaniche e tibol.ogiche in applicazioni che preve-
dono giunti meccanici per i quali le prestazioni tribologi-
che, specialmente in termini di usura e fatica, rappresenîano
un fatîore di limite. In loro scelta si basa principalmente su
parametri dei materiali ottenuti dalle prove microstrutîurali
di durezza e di caratterizzazione, mentre si tiene poco conto
dei parametri meccanici. Nella presente memoria viene pro-
posîa una procedura sistemqtica per la selezione delle pos-
sibili combinazioni di rivestirnento e della loro otîimizzazio-
ne basata su un processo iteraîtivo fta metodi sperimentali e
teorici. E' staîo sviluppato un modello 3-D di un corpo ela-
stico multistrato in contatto con un'elissoide rigida. Questo

è stato uîilizzato come strumento per la selezione e I'ottimiz-
zazione di combinazioni di rivestimento, ad esempio quali
proprietà e spessore di rivestimento siano necessari per au-
mentare la vita utile in determinaîe condizioni di contatto.
Ciò richiede una comprensione dei meccanismi che determi-
nano il danneggiamento che può insorgere all'intemo dei
rivestimenti e/o alle interfacce, con l'obiexivo di progettare
combinazioni di ivestimento ottimnli al fine di dfuninuire le
s o lle c itazioni ne g ativ e.

L'utiliuo di trattamenti superficiali complessi per migliorare
le prestazioni tribologiche dei materiali porta infatîi a siste-
mi pluristraîo il cui comporîamento è spesso sconosciuto.
I risultati presentaîi sono stati oîtenuti formulando ipotesi
semplificate: strati omogenei, isotropi ed elastici con bon-
ding perfexo alle interfacce. Queste assunzioni necessaria-
mente semplificate permetîono tutîavia di compiere un pas-
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so avanti nella comprensione delle combinazioni di ricoper-
tura. In base agli studi parametrici effettuati con il modello
multistrato sviluppato proponiamo diversi punti chiave per
pervenire ad una soluzione:
. Un sistema multisîrato è un'unica entità: i carichi locali

trasmessi ai rivestimenti e le sollecitazioni e deformazioni
int e rne sono elementi interdip endenti.

. La necessità di ragionare in termini di spessori relativi
dello strato, definiti con riftrtmento alle dimensioni del
contatto.

. Il comportamento di un sistema multistrato dipende da tre
effetti principali il cui risultato globale è funzione dello
spessore relativo e della natura degli strati. Questi sono:
- I'effexo di compressione, legato al carico esercitato

sulla supefficie,
- l'effeno laterale, legato alla diversità delle proprietà

meccaniche de gli strati,
- l'effetto di flessione, ottenuto alle interfacce che soddi-

sfano alle 2 condizioni: un tasso ElE,*, maggiore di I e

una profondità al di fuori della zona di compressione
indoîta dal contatto.

. In. dipendenza di condizioni di contatîo, pressione massi-
ma di contatto e dimensioni della zona di contaîto con i
relativi spessori degli strati e delle loro proprietà; nel ca-
so in cui più strati siano applicaîi, solo i primi modificano
le condizioni del contatto.

. Con i rivestimenti si possono oîtenere condizioni di con-
tatto identiche, migliori o peggiori rispetto a campioni di
riftrirnenîo non rivestiti. Si possono determinare quindi le
sollecitaz.ioni interne tra sottosîrati e substrato. La scelta

delle loro proprietà meccaniche e relativo spessore deve
tener conto di cotne il carico viene sopportato, trasmesso
e i punti in cui si determinano le maggiori sollecitazioni di
tensione, di taglio, von Mises stresses relativamente alle
interfacce del substrato nei confronti dei punti che devono
essere oîtimizzati come priorità: per modificare le pro-
p ri e î à s up e rfi c iali, mi g li o rare il c omp o rt amenî o t rib o lo g i -
co ottenendo un cofficiente di attrito basso e stabile, per
aumentare la resistenza del substrato a fatica e così via.

. Le sollecitazioni di taglio e tensione alle interfacce fra gli
strati dipendono principalmente dalle proprietà degli
strati una volta uniti e dalla profondità relativa dell'inter-
faccia in esame.

. Le discontinuità della tensione su qualsiasi lato di un'in-
terfaccia sono maggiori quanto maggiore è la dffirenza
fra i moduli di Young; la loro minimizzazione implica un
progressivo adattamento della dffirenza delle proprietà
fra uno strato superiore duro e il substrato mediante crea-
zione di strati intermedi con Ie proprietà graduate Gf. Fi-
gura I0).

. Uno strato rigido applicato sopra uno strato più morbido
porta a potenziali tensioni che devono essere minimizzate
modificando lo spessore relativo di questo strato e della
po sizione de I l' i nte rfacc ia i n que st ione.

Sulla base di questi elementi, può essere proposta teorica-
mente una selezione di soluzioni iniziali ponderate (sîrato,
spessore e ordine di impilamento) per effettuare prove su al-
tri modelli (e.g. elementi finiti) alla scala dimensionale del
meccanismo o componente, prima di procedere al passo
successivo, cioè I'uso di simulatori in prove tribologiche.
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